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Abstract

The direct cross-coupling reaction of arenes catalyzed by Pd(OAc)$_2$ is synthetically very useful because we do not need haloarene as substrate. This reaction occurs only in the presence of benzoquinone (BQ), interestingly. Our DFT, MP2 to MP4(SDQ), and CCSD(T) computational study elucidated the whole mechanism of this cross-coupling reaction and the key roles of BQ. The first step is heterolytic C-H activation of benzo[h]quinoline (HBzq) by Pd(OAc)$_2$ to afford Pd(Bzq)(OAc). In Pd(Bzq)(OAc), the Pd center becomes more electron-rich than in Pd(OAc)$_2$. Hence, BQ easily coordinates to Pd(Bzq)(OAc) with low activation barrier to afford a distorted square planar complex Pd(Bzq)(OAc)(BQ) which is as stable as Pd(Bzq)(OAc). The second C-H activation of benzene occurs after the BQ coordination with moderate activation barrier and small endothermicity. The final step is the reductive elimination which occurs nearly barrierless. The rate-determining step of the overall reaction is the second C-H activation whose activation barrier is considerably higher than that of the first C-H activation. BQ plays key roles in this reaction, as follows: (i) The phenyl group takes favorable position for the reductive elimination in the presence of BQ, because BQ suppresses the phenyl group to take a position distant from the Bzq in the intermediate Pd(Ph)(Bzq)(OAc)(BQ). And, (ii) BQ stabilizes the transition state and the product complex of the reductive elimination by the back-donation interaction. In the absence of BQ, the reductive elimination step needs much higher activation barrier. Though it was expected that the BQ coordination accelerates the second C-H activation of benzene by decreasing the electron density of Pd in Pd(Bzq)(OAc), the activation barrier of this second C-H activation is little influenced by BQ.
Introduction

In organometallic chemistry, the C-C bond formation reaction catalyzed by transition metal complex is one of the most important research subjects.\textsuperscript{1-12} The metal-catalyzed cross-coupling reaction is widely employed for the C-C bond formation such as the Stille coupling reaction\textsuperscript{13} and the Suzuki-Miyaura coupling reaction.\textsuperscript{14} High selectivity,\textsuperscript{15} functional group tolerance, and use of the mild reaction conditions make these processes sensible choice for the C-C bond formation even in the complicated synthesis of natural product.\textsuperscript{16}

However, we need organic bromide or organic iodide as the coupling partner in many metal-catalyzed cross-coupling reactions. This requires the preparation step of such organic halides from hydrocarbons. Moreover, the use of the organic halide often leads to the formation of side products that are toxic and also difficult to remove. These are undesirable from both points of view of efficiency and environmentally-friendly reaction. Thus, the direct cross-coupling with non-halogenated substrate is highly desirable, as reported in recent pioneering works.\textsuperscript{17-20} However, such cross-coupling reaction needs the C-H σ-bond activation which is difficult process unlike the C-X (X = Br or I) bond activation because the C-H σ-bond is much stronger than the C-X bond.

It is expected that the above-mentioned difficulty in the direct cross-coupling reaction can be overcome by using appropriate transition metal catalyst and reaction conditions. Actually, recent experimental works reported that Pd(II) complexes catalyze various homo-coupling of arenes under mild conditions.\textsuperscript{21-23} However, reports on cross-coupling (hetero-coupling) of arenes have been rather limited,\textsuperscript{24-27} though such cross-coupling is synthetically very useful. Another key point of the direct cross-coupling reaction is regioselectivity, because the \textit{ortho-}, \textit{meta-}, and \textit{para-}substituted arenes are often formed as side-product which is difficult to separate. The key point for the high regioselectivity is to activate regioselectively the C-H bond of arene which is also difficult process. For this purpose, the widely used strategy is to employ the ligand-directed C-H activation.\textsuperscript{28} This is achieved by the coordination of heteroatom such as nitrogen or oxygen to the metal center. Several theoretical studies of the detailed mechanism have been reported.\textsuperscript{29}
Recently, Sanford et. al. reported the novel cross-coupling reaction of arenes catalyzed by Pd(II) salt (eq 1).\textsuperscript{30}

\begin{equation}
\begin{array}{c}
\text{Pd}^{\text{II}} \quad \text{Bzq} \quad \text{Ph-H} \quad \text{BQ} \\
\text{(38 equiv)} \quad \text{(2 equiv)} \quad \text{130 °C}
\end{array}
\end{equation}

(1)

In this reaction, two separate C-H activations occur with high regioselectivity. Their studies focused on stoichiometric cross-coupling reaction between cyclopallalated benzo[h]quinoline (Bzq) complex and benzene at 130 °C, where benzene was used as solvent. The cross-coupling product is 10-phenylbenzo[h]quinoline. Interestingly, this compound is produced only when 2 equivalents of benzoquinone (BQ) are added to the reaction system. These results indicate that BQ plays important roles in the arene cross-coupling reaction. Sanford and coworkers proposed that BQ binds with an initially formed palladium intermediate and promotes the C-H activation of arenes.\textsuperscript{31, 32} This proposal is further supported by experimental results that the use of the methyl-substituted BQ dramatically suppresses the cross-coupling at the ortho-position of anisole but increases the cross-coupling at the meta- and para-positions. These results suggest that BQ coordinates to the Pd center during the arene C-H activation to play important roles not only for reactivity but also for regioselectivity.\textsuperscript{30}

It is of considerable importance to clarify the roles of BQ because such knowledge provides the idea how to achieve the regiocontrol of C-H activation through steric and electronic modifications of an ancillary ligand. To reach the goal of regioselective cross-coupling reaction of arenes, the correct knowledge on the reaction mechanism is also indispensable. However, there are many unclear issues on the reaction mechanism of this arene cross-coupling reaction. For example, though the coordination of BQ with the Pd center is suggested, neither experimental nor theoretical evidence has been presented. Also, it is still unclear how and why the coordination of BQ leads to highly regioselective C-H activation of arene.

Because of the importance of the C-H activation reaction, many theoretical works on this reaction have been carried out.\textsuperscript{33-53} For instance, Sakaki et. al.\textsuperscript{52} successfully disclosed that the C-H
activation of benzene by Pd(O₂CH)₂ occurs through “heterolytic type C-H activation” (eq 2) unlike “C-H activation by oxidative addition” (eq 3)\(^{52}\).

\[
\text{MXL}_n + \text{R-H} \rightarrow \text{MRL}_n + \text{HX} \quad (\text{R = alkyl or aryl; } \text{X = an anionic ligand})
\]

\[
\text{ML}_n + \text{R-H} \rightarrow \text{M(R)(H)L}_n
\]

This type of C-H activation mechanism is also studied experimentally and understood as “proton abstraction mechanism”.\(^{54,55}\)

In this paper, we wish to report the theoretical investigation of the arene cross-coupling reaction between HBzq and benzene catalyzed by Pd(OAc)\(_2\). Our purposes here are (i) to clarify the characteristics of the transition states and the important intermediates such as the Pd(II)-BQ complex, (ii) to present the potential energy profile of the entire catalytic process, and (iii) to elucidate the key roles of BQ, i.e. how and why this cross-coupling reaction regioselectively occurs in the presence of BQ but does not in the absence of BQ.

**Computational Details**

Geometry optimization was carried out with the DFT method using B3PW91 functional.\(^ {56-58}\)

Frequency analysis was made with the same method. Möller-Plesset perturbation theory (MP2 to MP4(SDQ)) was used for evaluation of energy changes. Energy changes were also evaluated with the ONIOM method in which the CCSD(T) method was employed for the higher level calculation of the important moiety and the MP2 method was employed for the lower level calculation.

Two basis set systems (BS-I and BS-II) were employed for calculations; In BS-I, Los Alamos effective core potentials (ECPs) were used to replace core electrons of Pd and (341/321/31) basis set was used to represent its valence electrons.\(^ {59}\) Usual 6-31G(d) basis sets\(^ {60}\) were used for carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, and hydrogen atoms. In BS-II, Stuttgart-Dresden-Bonn ECPs were used to replace the core electrons of Pd and (8881/7771/661/1) basis set was used for the valence electrons.\(^ {61}\)

Dunning cc-pVDZ basis sets\(^ {62}\) were used for carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, and hydrogen atoms. The
BS-I was used for geometry optimization and frequency calculation, and the BS-II was used for evaluation of energy changes. Zero-point energy was evaluated with the DFT/BS-I method under assumption of harmonic oscillator. Solvation effects of benzene were evaluated with PCM method, where the geometries were re-optimized in solution with the PCM method at the DFT/BS-I level. Free energies are evaluated at 25 °C according to the method of Whiteside. Natural population analysis (NPA) is performed with the B3PW91/BS-II method.

All calculations were performed with Gaussian 03 program package. NBO analysis is performed with NBO program 3.1.

**Results and Discussion**

**The C-H activation of HBzq**

The cross-coupling reaction of HBzq and benzene occurs through two separate C-H activation processes; one is the C-H activation of HBzq and the other is that of benzene. For brevity, the OAc ligand that finally changes to acetic acid (HOAc) is named OAc\(^1\), and the other one that does not change in the reaction is OAc\(^2\).

The C-H activation of HBzq by Pd(\(\eta^2\)-OAc)\(_2\) occurs through precursor complex (PC\(_1\)), transition state (TS\(_1\)) and intermediate Pd(Bzq)(\(\eta^2\)-OAc)(HOAc) (I\(_1\)), as shown in Fig. 1. Geometrical features of these species are summarized, as follows: First, HBzq approaches the Pd complex to form PC\(_1\). In PC\(_1\), the C\(^9\)-C\(^10\) double bond of HBzq coordinates to the Pd center in an \(\eta^2\)-coordination way. The optimized Pd-C\(^9\) and Pd-C\(^10\) distances (2.25 Å) agree well with the experimental Pd-C distance of palladium-arene complexes (2.22 - 2.61 Å). Another important geometrical change induced by the HBzq coordination is significantly large elongation of the Pd-OAc\(^1\) bond (2.84 Å), indicating that the OAc\(^1\) ligand changes to an \(\eta^1\)-coordination form from an \(\eta^2\)-coordination one; see Fig. 1. On the other hand, two Pd-O distances of OAc\(^2\) little change. In other words, PC\(_1\) is represented as Pd(\(\eta^1\)-OAc\(^1\))(\(\eta^2\)-OAc\(^2\))(HBzq). This is because the \(\eta^2\)-OAc ligand
must change to the η\(^1\)-OAc ligand to supply one coordination site to HBzq. When going to TS\(_1\) from PC\(_1\), the C-H bond of HBzq starts to be elongated. In TS\(_1\), one imaginary frequency (913.4i cm\(^{-1}\)) is observed, in which the H atom bound with the C\(^{10}\) atom is moving toward the O atom of OAc\(^1\). This transition state is essentially the same as that of the C-H activation of benzene by Pd(η\(^2\)-O\(_2\)CH)\(_2\).\(^{52}\) After this transition state, the Pd-Ph bond and acetic acid (H-OAc\(^1\)) are formed in I\(_1\) as a result of heterolytic C-H activation by the Pd-OAc moiety. This acetic acid still interacts with the Pd center, as shown by the Pd-O bond distance (2.18Å) which is a normal coordination bond distance. Essentially the same coordination of formic acid was reported in the C-H activation of benzene by Pd(η\(^2\)-O\(_2\)CH)\(_2\).\(^{52}\) After that, the acetic acid dissociates from the Pd center to afford the product P\(_1\). P\(_1\) takes square planar geometry coordinated by Bzq and OAc\(^2\).

Potential and Gibbs energy changes are evaluated by the DFT/BS-II and MP4(SDQ)/BS-II methods; see Fig. 2 for their values in benzene and see Fig. S1 for their values in gas phase. In this C-H activation step, the activation barrier (E\(_a\)) and the activation Gibbs energy change (ΔG\(_{0\|}^\ddagger\)) correspond to the energy difference between PC\(_1\) and TS\(_1\). The E\(_a\) value of this step in benzene is calculated to be 13.7 and 18.7 kcal/mol by the DFT and MP4(SDQ) methods, respectively, where the solvation effects of benzene are evaluated with the PCM method hereafter. The ΔG\(_{0\|}^\ddagger\) value in benzene is evaluated to be 10.5 and 15.5 kcal/mol by the DFT and MP4(SDQ) methods, respectively. The DFT method somewhat underestimates the E\(_a\) and ΔG\(_{0\|}^\ddagger\) values. These DFT- and MP4(SDQ)-calculated E\(_a\) values are similar to those of the C-H activation of benzene by Pd(η\(^2\)-O\(_2\)CH)\(_2\) which are 9.9 and 15.7 kcal/mol calculated by the DFT(B3LYP) and MP4(SDQ) methods, respectively.\(^{52}\) The MP4(SDQ)-calculated ΔE and ΔG\(_0\) values are considerably negative, as shown in Fig. 2, where ΔE and ΔG\(_0\) are defined as energy difference between the reactant (R\(_1\)) and the product (P\(_1\)) of this step. From these ΔE, E\(_a\), ΔG\(_0\), and ΔG\(_{0\|}^\ddagger\) values, it is concluded that the C-H activation of HBzq easily occurs at experimental temperature (130 °C).

Because the CCSD(T) method is computationally expensive and cannot be directly applied to our system, we employed the ONIOM method,\(^{68}\) where the CCSD(T) and MP2 methods are used for
the important moiety and the whole system, respectively; the whole system is divided into the important moiety and the remaining moiety, as shown in Scheme S1. We found that ONIOM-calculated $E_a$ value is essentially the same as the MP4(SDQ)-calculated value; see Fig. S5 and Table S1. From these results, we will present our discussion based on the MP4(SDQ)/BS-II computational results. The previous theoretical study by Sakaki and coworkers reported the similar results that the activation barrier converges when going from MP2 to MP4(SDQ) and the MP4(SDQ)-calculated $E_a$ value is quite close to that of the CCSD(T)-calculated value.\(^{52}\)

For further understanding of the mechanistic details, changes in electron distribution by the reaction were investigated by natural population analysis (NPA), as shown in Fig. 3. Important features of the population changes are summarized, as follows: When going to $\text{PC}_1$ from $\text{R}_1$, the electron population of HBzq moderately decreases as a result of the coordination to Pd($\eta^2$-OAc)$_2$. However, the Pd atomic population decreases. On the other hand, the electron population of the OAc$_1$ ligand increases. These results indicate that the CT (charge transfer) from the OAc$_1$ ligand to the Pd center becomes weaker when going to $\text{PC}_1$ from $\text{R}_1$. This is because one of the O atoms of OAc$_1$ dissociates from the Pd center by the HBzq coordination; see above. In $\text{TS}_1$, the H atomic population considerably decreases but that of the C$_{10}$ atom in the Bzq moiety considerably increases. These features suggest that the polarization of the C$_{10}$-H bond occurs when going to $\text{TS}_1$ from $\text{PC}_1$; in other words, the H atom becomes positively charged but the C$_{10}$ becomes negatively charged in $\text{TS}_1$. In $\text{I}_1$, the C$_{10}$ atomic population considerably decreases, while that of Pd increases. This clearly shows that the CT from the C$_{10}$ to the Pd center considerably occurs to form a new Pd-C$_{10}$ bond.

The polarization of the C$_{10}$-H bond in $\text{TS}_1$ is completely different from those of the oxidative addition mechanism, which are seen in the C-H activation catalyzed by Pt(PH)$_3$.$^{35,52,53}$ This indicates that the C-H activation occurs in a heterolytic manner. These electron distribution changes can be interpreted in the same way as that of the theoretical study of the C-H activation of alkane by (Me$_3$SiO)$_2$Ti(=NSiMe$_3$)$_3$.$^{53}$: i) The mixing between the C-H $\sigma$- and $\sigma^*$-type MOs (molecular orbitals) induces the polarization of the C-H bond to be broken. As a result, the C$_{10}$ atom of the Bzq group
becomes negatively charged and the H atom becomes positively charged. ii) The CT from the negatively charged C\textsuperscript{10} atom to the Pd center stabilizes TS\textsubscript{1} and contributes to the formation of new Pd-C\textsuperscript{10} bond. Also, the electrostatic stabilization is induced between the negatively charged C\textsuperscript{10} atom and the positively charged Pd center.

**Benzoquinone coordination**

As discussed above, the C-H activation of HBzq easily occurs from both kinetic and thermodynamic viewpoints. Because the product Pd(Bzq)(\eta\textsuperscript{2}-OAc) P\textsubscript{1} of the first C-H activation still has one OAc ligand, another C-H activation is possible.

According to the experimental findings,\textsuperscript{14} the arene cross-coupling occurs when BQ is added to the reaction system. Although it is widely proposed that BQ accelerates the RE (reductive elimination) step,\textsuperscript{69} the role of BQ in the C-H activation process is unclear. Here, we investigated if BQ coordinates to Pd(Bzq)(\eta\textsuperscript{2}-OAc) as experimentally proposed.\textsuperscript{14}

We carried out geometry optimization of Pd(Bzq)(\eta\textsuperscript{2}-OAc)(BQ) (P\textsubscript{2}), as shown in Fig. 4. Frequency analysis showed that P\textsubscript{2} is stable species in energy minimum. This coordination of BQ occurs via precursor complex (PC\textsubscript{2}) and transition state (TS\textsubscript{2}); see Fig. 4. In P\textsubscript{2}, one Pd-O bond (2.35 Å) is somewhat longer than the other one (2.18 Å). But, even the longer Pd-O distance is close to the usual Pd-O coordinate bond distance. This suggests that the two Pd-O coordinate bonds are kept and the OAc forms distorted \eta\textsuperscript{2}-coordinate bond unlike PC\textsubscript{1} which contains the \eta\textsuperscript{1}-OAc\textsuperscript{1}. Because of the presence of BQ, P\textsubscript{2} is trigonal bipyramidal complex in which the Pd-C\textsuperscript{10} and shorter Pd-O bonds are in the axial position, as shown in Scheme 1 and Fig. 4.

Potential and Gibbs energy changes evaluated by the DFT and MP4(SDQ) methods are summarized in Fig. 5; for their values in gas phase, see Fig. S2. In the BQ coordination step, \Delta E and \Delta G\textsuperscript{0} are defined as the potential and Gibbs energy differences between R\textsubscript{2} and P\textsubscript{2}, and E\textsubscript{a} and \Delta G\textsuperscript{0‡} are defined as the potential and Gibbs energy differences of PC\textsubscript{2} and TS\textsubscript{2}. The E\textsubscript{a} and \Delta E values are calculated to be 6.7 and -13.2 kcal/mol, respectively, with the MP4(SDQ) method. The \Delta G\textsuperscript{0‡} and \Delta G\textsuperscript{0}
values are calculated to be 8.7 and -1.7 kcal/mol, respectively, with the MP4(SDQ) method. These results indicate that BQ easily coordinates to the Pd complex. However, the DFT method considerably overestimates the $\Delta G^\circ$ and $\Delta G^0$ values. This is because the DFT method considerably underestimates the stabilization energy by the BQ coordination. The similar underestimation of coordination energy by the DFT was recently reported for the coordinate bonds of $\pi$-conjugate molecules with Pt and Pd complexes.\(^{70}\)

The electron distribution changes by the BQ coordination, as shown in Fig. 6. Since BQ is electron-deficient, the Pd atomic population decreases and the electron population of BQ increases by the BQ coordination. However, the electron populations of Bzq and OAc change less than those of BQ and Pd. These results indicate that the BQ coordination mainly induces electron re-distribution between BQ and Pd. In Pd(Bzq)(η\(^2\)-OAc) P\(_1\) which is the product of the first C-H activation, the CT from the Bzq to the Pd occurs. As a result, the Pd atomic population increases by 0.20 e when going to P\(_1\) from Pd(η\(^2\)-OAc)\(_2\). This increase in the Pd atomic population would be unfavorable for the second C-H activation, because the metal center should be electrophilic for this type of C-H activation. From these viewpoints, it is expected that the BQ coordination is necessary for the second C-H activation process because the Pd atomic population decreases by the BQ coordination. This expectation will be investigated below in detail.

**Second C-H activation and RE (Reductive Elimination) step**

In this section, we investigated the reaction between benzene and Pd(Bzq)(OAc)(BQ) P\(_2\) which is the product of the second C-H activation.

As shown in Fig. 7, benzene approaches P\(_2\) at the opposite side of the BQ moiety to form precursor complex Pd(Bzq)(OAc)(BQ)(C\(_6\)H\(_6\)) PC\(_3\). In PC\(_3\), the Pd-benzene interaction is weaker than the Pd-HBzq interaction formed in the first C-H activation step, as indicated by the much longer Pd-C distance (4.42 Å); remember the Pd-C distance (2.25 Å) in PC\(_1\). The C-H activation occurs through transition state TS\(_{3a}\) to afford intermediate Pd(Ph)(Bzq)(HOAc)(BQ) I\(_3\). In TS\(_{3a}\), the C-H
bond of benzene is considerably elongated to 1.40 Å. Simultaneously, one Pd-O bond is elongated to 3.21 Å, indicating that η²-OAc turns into η¹-OAc. In I₃, acetic acid is formed like the first C-H activation of HBzq, as shown in the optimized geometry of I₃. The Pd-O distance (2.31 Å) indicates that the acetic acid coordinates to the Pd center. Also, the Pd-C bond is formed at the axial position. Its bond distance (2.07 Å) is moderately longer than the Pd-C bond of Bzq (1.99 Å).

Starting from Pd(Bzq)(Ph)(HOAc)(BQ) I₃, the RE occurs through transition state TS₃b to afford product Pd(Bzq-Ph)(BQ)(HOAc) P₃ (Bzq-Ph = 10-phenylbenzo[h]quinoline). In TS₃b, the C-C bond distance (2.10 Å) between Bzq and Ph becomes considerably shorter than that of I₃ (2.63 Å). Another change to be noted is that the distance between the Pd and the O atom of OAc becomes considerably longer when going to TS₃b (2.57 Å) from I₃ (2.31 Å). This indicates that the CT from the OAc ligand to the Pd center becomes weaker in TS₃b, because Pd(II) changes to Pd(0) in the RE step. In P₃, three important interactions are observed; i) Bzq-Ph coordinates to the Pd center through the phenyl moiety, ii) BQ coordinates to the Pd center in an η²-coordination way, and iii) HOAc weekly interacts with the Pd center by one O atom. Interestingly, the Pd-BQ interaction becomes stronger as indicated by the shorter Pd-C distances in P₃ than in TS₃b. This is because the Pd center becomes more electron-rich after the RE; remember that BQ tends to form back-donation interaction because BQ is electron-deficient.

Potential and Gibbs energies are shown in Fig. 8; for these values in gas phase, see Fig. S3. The Eₐ and ΔG⁰‡ values of the second C-H activation are calculated to be 25.6 and 27.5 kcal/mol with the MP4(SDQ) method, where these values are defined as the energy difference between PC₃ and TS₃a. Though these Eₐ and ΔG⁰‡ values are considerably larger than those of the first C-H activation of HBzq, these values are still moderate, indicating that the second C-H activation thermally occurs. If we concentrate on the RE after I₃, the Eₐ and ΔG⁰‡ values are calculated to be 1.1 and 0.4 kcal/mol, respectively, with the MP4(SDQ) method. These values clearly indicate that the RE easily occurs in a barrierless manner.

Compared to the MP4(SDQ) method, the DFT method tends to overestimate the Eₐ value
compared to the MP4(SDQ) method. However, the difference is moderate. On the other hand, the ΔE value is much different between these two methods, where the ΔE is defined as the potential energy difference between \( R_3 \) and \( P_3 \); the ΔE is calculated to be -10.8 kcal/mol by the DFT method and -23.5 kcal/mol by the MP4(SDQ) method; see Fig. 8. This is because the DFT method underestimates the stabilization energy by the BQ coordination compared with the MP4(SDQ) method, as discussed in the previous section and ref. 70.

The NBO populations change by the second C-H activation and RE steps, as shown in Fig. 9. When going to \( P_3 \) from \( R_3 \), the Pd atomic population considerably increases and the H atomic population considerably decreases. Also, the electron population of the phenyl group considerably increases. These results are basically the same as those of the first C-H activation. Thus, the second C-H activation is understood to be the heterolytic type like the first C-H activation. In the RE, the Pd atomic population considerably increases expectedly, as shown in Fig. 9. Another important feature is that the electron population of BQ increases in \( P_3 \). This is because the Pd center changes into the Pd(0) in the RE and the BQ receives d electrons of Pd though the back-donation from the Pd to the BQ to stabilize TS\(_{3b}\) and \( P_3 \). This reflects in the shortening of the Pd-BQ distance when going to \( P_3 \) from \( I_3 \).

**What role does benzoquinone play in this cross-coupling reaction?**

As discussed above, the Δ\( G^0^\ddagger \) for the BQ coordination is small and the Δ\( G^0 \) value is negative, indicating that BQ easily coordinates to Pd(\( \eta^2\)-OAc)(Bzq). In this BQ coordination step, the \( \eta^2\)-OAc ligand changes into the \( \eta^1\)-OAc ligand to make a new coordination site for BQ. The \( \eta^1\)-OAc form is also favorable for the second C-H activation because \( \eta^1\)-OAc has a free O atom which easily abstracts the H atom of benzene. In addition to this geometrical feature, it is expected that the BQ coordination facilitates the second C-H activation from the viewpoint of electronic structure, as mentioned above.

For the further understanding of the role of BQ, the second C-H activation and the RE steps
without BQ are investigated here. First, the coordination of benzene to the product, Pd(Bzq)(η²-OAc) R₂, of the first C-H activation is examined. Like the BQ coordination to P₂, the coordination of benzene occurs through precursor complex (PC₂') and transition state (TS₂') to afford benzene complex Pd(Bzq)(η²-OAc)(C₆H₆) P₂'; see Fig. 10 for their optimized geometries. P₂' is square planar four-coordinate complex, as shown in Fig. 10. The largest difference in geometry between BQ and benzene coordinations is found in the coordinating position; BQ coordinates to the Pd center at the axial position to the Pd-Bzq-(η²-OAc) plane. On the other hand, benzene first approaches the Pd center from the axial direction but finally coordinates to the Pd center at the in-plane position; see Figs. 7 and 10.

After the benzene coordination, the C-H activation of benzene occurs through transition state (TS₃a') to afford intermediate Pd(Bzq)(Ph)(HOAc) I₃'; see Fig. 10 for their optimized geometries. In TS₃a', the C-H bond of benzene is considerably elongated (1.31 Å) compared to that of P₂' (1.09 Å). The structure of I₃' is significantly different from that of I₃ which is formed in the presence of BQ; For instance, I₃' is square planar but I₃ is trigonal bipyramidal. This is because the Pd(II) center takes d⁸ electron configuration; note that the square planar structure is stable from the viewpoint of electronic structure, as well known, when four ligands coordinate to the d⁸ metal.

Potential and Gibbs energy changes in the presence and absence of BQ are shown in Fig. 11; for their values in gas phase, see Fig. S4. The Eₐ and ΔG⁰‡ values for the C-H activation of benzene are calculated to be 17.1 and 24.4 kcal/mol, respectively, by the MP4(SDQ) method, where the Eₐ and ΔG⁰‡ values are defined as the energy difference between TS₃a' and R₂ because R₃ is less stable than R₂. This ΔG⁰‡ value is almost the same as that (26.7 kcal/mol) of the second C-H activation process in the presence of BQ. The ΔG⁰ of I₃' relative to R₂ is moderate (7.4 kcal/mol). These computational results suggest that the C-H activation of benzene can occur even in the absence of BQ and that the BQ coordination little accelerates the second C-H activation against our expectation; see above.

After the formation of I₃', the RE occurs to complete the catalytic reaction. The non-planar
transition state (TS\textsubscript{3b}') is optimized, as shown in Fig. 10. The $\Delta G^{0\dagger}$ is calculated to be 34.7 kcal/mol with the MP4(SDQ)/BS-II method, which is much larger than that of the second C-H activation step. This is in contrast to the RE in the presence of BQ which occurs nearly barrierless. We also investigated another planar transition state in which the Ph and Bzq are on the Pd-N-O plane. However, the transition state could not be optimized; during the geometry optimization, the phenyl group deviates from the Pd-N-O plane and finally the same transition state as TS\textsubscript{3b}' is presented. The non-planar transition state of the RE is not surprising; it was reported and the reason was discussed previously.\textsuperscript{71}

It is of considerable importance to clarify the reason why the $\Delta G^{0\dagger}$ and $\Delta G^0$ values of the RE are very large in the absence of BQ; the $\Delta G^{0\dagger}$ and $\Delta G^0$ values are 0.4 and -18.5 kcal/mol in the presence of BQ but 34.7 and 8.7 kcal/mol in the absence of BQ, where $\Delta G^{0\dagger}$ and $\Delta G^0$ are defined as the Gibbs energy difference between I\textsubscript{3} (or I\textsubscript{3}') and TS\textsubscript{3b} (or TS\textsubscript{3b}') and that between I\textsubscript{3} (or I\textsubscript{3}') and the product complex P\textsubscript{3} (or P\textsubscript{3}'), respectively, because we concentrate here on the RE. These results clearly indicate that BQ stabilizes the transition state and the product of the RE. One reason for this result is clear from the structures of I\textsubscript{3}' and TS\textsubscript{3b}'; because the phenyl group is on the Pd-Bzq-OAc plane in I\textsubscript{3}', the phenyl group must considerably move from the Pd-Bzq-OAc plane toward Bzq in TS\textsubscript{3b}', as shown in Fig. 10. As a result, TS\textsubscript{3b}' is energetically unfavorable compared with I\textsubscript{3}', leading to the large $\Delta G^{0\dagger}$ value. On the other hand, the phenyl group does not need to move very much when going to TS\textsubscript{3b} from I\textsubscript{3} in the presence of BQ, as shown in Fig. 7, because the phenyl group takes the axial position in I\textsubscript{3} and the geometry of I\textsubscript{3} resembles well that of TS\textsubscript{3b}. In other words, the BQ coordination leads to the formation of five-coordinated trigonal bipyramidal intermediate in which the phenyl group takes the favorable position for the RE.

Another reason is the CT from the Pd to the BQ, as follows: In the presence of BQ, the Pd atomic population is +0.69 e in TS\textsubscript{3b} and +0.45 e in P\textsubscript{3}, while it is +0.36 e in TS\textsubscript{3b}' and +0.32 e in P\textsubscript{3}'. Consistent with these differences in the Pd atomic population, the population of BQ increases by 0.10 e during the RE step when going to P\textsubscript{3} from I\textsubscript{3}; see Fig. 9. These population changes are
induced by the CT from the Pd to the BQ in TS_{3b} and P_3. Not only population changes but also the geometry of P_3 supports this CT; in P_3, the C=C bond of the BQ moiety is moderately elongated (1.42 Å) compared with that of I_3 (1.40 Å).

From these computational results, it should be clearly concluded that the BQ coordination with the Pd center leads to the smaller ΔG^{0+} and more negative ΔG^0 of the RE than those in absence of BQ; in other words, the arene-arene cross-coupling reaction easily occurs in the presence of BQ because the RE step is accelerated by BQ.

**Conclusions**

The synthetically useful arene cross-coupling reaction catalyzed by Pd(OAc)$_2$ was theoretically studied with the DFT, MP2 to MP4(SDQ), and CCSD(T) methods. BQ is experimentally reported to be necessary for this cross-coupling reaction. Our computational study elucidated the whole mechanism of this arene cross-coupling reaction and the role of BQ.

In this reaction, two C-H activations occur independently. The first is the C-H activation of HBzq, which leads to the formation of Pd(Bzq)(η$_2$-OAc). This process is understood in terms of heterolytic type C-H activation unlike the oxidative addition type C-H activation.$^{26}$ BQ easily coordinates to Pd(Bzq)(η$_2$-OAc) to induce distortion of the Pd(II) complex from the square planar structure to the trigonal bipyramidal one. The coordinate bond is formed by the CT from the Pd to the BQ. This complex Pd(Bzq)(η$_2$-OAc)(BQ) is as stable as the square planar Pd(Bzq)(η$_2$-OAc). Both $E_a$ and ΔG^{0+} are small for the BQ coordination step, indicating this step easily occurs. Then, the C-H activation of benzene occurs with ΔG^{0+} value of 27.5 kcal/mol to afford the intermediate (I_3). Finally, the RE readily occurs with nearly no barrier; ΔG^{0+} for this step is quite small (0.4 kcal/mol). These computational results suggest that the rate-determining step is the C-H activation of benzene by Pd(Bzq)(η$_2$-OAc)(BQ).

To clarify the role of BQ, we investigated the cross-coupling reaction of HBzq and benzene in
the absence of BQ. The first step is the C-H activation of HBzq which is the same as that in the presence of BQ. After that, benzene coordinates to the Pd center to form Pd(Bzq)(η²-OAc)(C₆H₆) (P₂'). The ΔG°‡ for this step is moderate (15.0 kcal/mol), indicating the coordination of benzene easily occurs. Starting from P₂', the C-H activation of benzene occurs via transition state TS₃ₐ' to afford intermediate I₃'. Then, the RE of Bzq-Ph occurs via non-planar transition state TS₃ₜₗ to afford the product complex Pd(Bzq-Ph)(HOAc) P₃' (Bzq-Ph = 10-phenylbenzo[h]quinoline). The greatest difference from the reaction in the presence of BQ is observed in the structure of I₃'; in the absence of BQ, the phenyl group is on the Pd-Bzq-HOAc plane in I₃' in contrast to I₃ in which the phenyl group takes the axial position. As a result, the RE step in the absence of BQ occurs with quite large geometry changes, but the RE occurs with moderate geometry changes in the presence of BQ. In addition to the smaller geometry changes, BQ stabilizes TS₃ₗ and P₃ by the back-donation from Pd(0) to BQ. Actually, the considerably large difference is observed in ΔG°‡ and ΔG° of the RE step; in the presence of BQ, the ΔG°‡ and ΔG° are 0.4 and -18.5 kcal/mol, respectively, while in the absence of BQ, the ΔG°‡ and ΔG° are 34.7 and 8.7 kcal/mol, respectively.

Our theoretical study clearly shows that BQ plays very important role in the RE step to accelerate the arene-arene cross-coupling reaction. We believe that the new insight found in this work is valuable for further development of the C-H activation and the cross-coupling reaction of arenes.
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Scheme and figures

Scheme 1
Fig. 1. Geometry changes in the C-H activation of HBzq by Pd(OAc)$_2$. Bond lengths are in Å and bond angle are in degrees.
Fig. 2. Potential energy changes for the C-H activation of HBzq by Pd(OAc)$_2$ in benzene. Energies$^a$ are given in kcal/mol unit. $^a$ In parentheses are Gibbs free energy changes.

Fig. 3. Population changes$^a$ for the C-H activation of HBzq by Pd(OAc)$_2$. A positive value represents increase in population relative to $R_1$, and vice versa. $^a$ DFT/BS-II level was employed.
Fig. 4. Geometry changes in the BQ coordination to Pd(Bzq)(OAc). Bond lengths are in Å and bond angle are in degrees.
Fig. 5. Potential energy changes for the BQ coordination to Pd(Bzq)(OAc) in benzene. Energies\textsuperscript{a)} are given in kcal/mol unit. \textsuperscript{a)} In parentheses are Gibbs free energy changes.

Fig. 6. Population changes\textsuperscript{a)} for the BQ coordination to Pd(Bzq)(OAc). A positive value represents increase in population relative to \( R_2 \), and vice versa. \textsuperscript{a)} DFT/BS-II level was employed.
Fig. 7. Geometry changes in the C-H activation of benzene by Pd(Bzq)(OAc)(BQ). Bond lengths are in Å and bond angle are in degrees.
Fig. 8. Potential energy changes for the C-H activation of benzene by Pd(Bzq)(OAc)(BQ) in benzene. Energies$^a$ are given in kcal/mol unit. $^a$ In parentheses are Gibbs free energy changes.

Fig. 9. Population changes$^a$ for the C-H activation of benzene by Pd(Bzq)(OAc)(BQ). A positive value represents increase in population relative to $R_3$, and vice versa. $^a$ DFT/BS-II level was employed.
Fig. 10. Geometry changes in the C-H activation of benzene by Pd(Bzq)(OAc) in the absence of BQ. Bond lengths are in Å and bond angle are in degrees.
Fig. 11. Potential energy changes for the BQ or benzene coordination, the C-H activation of benzene, and the reductive elimination of Bzq-Ph, in the presence and absence of BQ in benzene. Energies\textsuperscript{\textit{a})} are given in kcal/mol unit. \textsuperscript{\textit{a})} In parentheses are Gibbs free energy changes.
The direct cross-coupling reaction of benzene and benzo[h]quinoline (HBzq) catalyzed by Pd(OAc)$_2$ in the presence of benzoquinone (BQ) is theoretically investigated. Our study elucidated that BQ accelerates the reductive elimination (RE) step because BQ stabilizes the transition state and the product complex of RE by the back-donation interaction.
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Scheme S1. Large model for ONIOM method. Atoms shown by balls are included in high level region which is calculated with the CCSD(T) while whole system is calculated by the lower level of theory.
Fig. S1. Potential energy changes by the C-H activation of Bzq by Pd(η²-OAc)$_2$ in gas phase.

Energies$^a$ are given in kcal/mol unit. $^a$ In parentheses are Gibbs free energy changes.
Fig. S2. Potential energy changes by BQ coordination to Pd(Bzq)(OAc) in gas phase. Energies$^a$ are given in kcal/mol unit. $^a$ In parentheses are Gibbs free energy changes.
Fig. S3. Potential energy changes for the C-H activation of benzene by Pd(Bzq)(OAc)(BQ) in gas phase. Energies $^a$ are given in kcal/mol unit. $^a$ In parentheses are Gibbs free energy changes.
Fig. S4. Potential energy changes for the C-H activation of benzene by Pd(Bzq)(OAc)(BQ) in gas phase. Energies a) are given in kcal/mol unit. a) In parentheses are Gibbs free energy changes.
Fig. S5. Potential energy change of the BQ coordination, the C-H activation of benzene, and the reductive elimination in gas phase calculated with DFT, MP2, MP4(SDQ), and ONIOM(CCSD(T):MP2) methods. Energies are given in kcal/mol unit.
Table S1. Relative electronic energies of the C-H activation of HBzq, BQ coordination, and the C-H activation of benzene, calculated by Hartree-Fock, MP2, MP3, MP4(DQ), MP4(SDQ), and DFT(B3PW91) methods. a) Energies are given in kcal/mol unit.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>HF</th>
<th>MP2</th>
<th>MP3</th>
<th>MP4(DQ)</th>
<th>MP4(SDQ)</th>
<th>B3PW91/BS-I</th>
<th>B3PW91</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>First C-H activation</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_1$</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$PC_1$</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>-14.1</td>
<td>-2.5</td>
<td>-4.8</td>
<td>-6.1</td>
<td>-0.4</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$TS_{1a}$</td>
<td>35.2</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>14.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_1$</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>-19.8</td>
<td>-6.7</td>
<td>-9.7</td>
<td>-9.1</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_1$</td>
<td>-1.7</td>
<td>-32.8</td>
<td>-17.5</td>
<td>-21.9</td>
<td>-21.0</td>
<td>-13.3</td>
<td>-13.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_2$</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$PC_2$</td>
<td>-2.4</td>
<td>-7.0</td>
<td>-5.5</td>
<td>-5.5</td>
<td>-5.9</td>
<td>-4.0</td>
<td>-2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$TS_2$</td>
<td>21.2</td>
<td>-7.7</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>-0.8</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>7.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_2$</td>
<td>25.7</td>
<td>-29.0</td>
<td>-1.0</td>
<td>-9.3</td>
<td>-13.5</td>
<td>-0.4</td>
<td>-2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_3$</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$PC_3$</td>
<td>-3.4</td>
<td>-8.8</td>
<td>-7.0</td>
<td>-7.0</td>
<td>-7.2</td>
<td>-2.9</td>
<td>-2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BQ coordination</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$TS_{3a}$</td>
<td>45.3</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>23.3</td>
<td>19.4</td>
<td>18.7</td>
<td>24.5</td>
<td>23.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_3$</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>-7.3</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>16.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$TS_{3b}$</td>
<td>43.4</td>
<td>-15.4</td>
<td>21.6</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>20.2</td>
<td>22.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_3$</td>
<td>-14.9</td>
<td>-35.6</td>
<td>-18.2</td>
<td>-27.3</td>
<td>-24.5</td>
<td>-16.8</td>
<td>-11.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a) BS-II was used unless otherwise stated.